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Producer:  David Lewis 

Reporter:  Michael Robinson 

Editor:   David Ross 

 

ROBINSON:  While presidents, prime ministers and policymakers 

around the world hope they’ve somehow managed to avoid a total financial meltdown, 

lawyers and regulators are starting to take action against some of the bankers they say are 

responsible.  

 

GALVIN:  I think the banks believed they were above the law, 

they put their profits above their own customers repeatedly.  And I think it’s clear that they 

thought they could get away with anything - and apparently they did. 

 

ROBINSON:  In File on 4, we hear what some of these 

investigations claim to have uncovered, and we delve deep into the complex financial 

engineering bankers created to fuel the housing boom and reveal yet another massive 

potential source of losses for the financial system – a time-bomb so big, it could trigger 

another bust. 

 

GREENBERGER: The figure is very very high. The losses are potentially 

unending.  The reason we’re in a state of panic now is no one knows where the bottom is and 

the bottom can be very very deep. 

 

SIGNATURE TUNE 
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ACTUALITY ON SHOESHINE STALL 

 

MIKE:  It’s a mess. It’s a mess. A lot of people losing their 

jobs, losing their home, losing everything. 

 

ROBINSON:  Mike’s shoeshine stall on 7th Avenue, New York is 

right outside what used to be the headquarters of Lehman Brothers – the American financial 

giant which declared itself bankrupt last month. 

 

MIKE:  I worry about the working guy, you know, who got  

their pension and all, you know. They’re getting screwed, y’know. 

 

ROBINSON:  Like most of his customers, Mike blames Dick Fuld, 

Lehman’s Chief Executive Officer for the 150-year-old institution’s collapse. 

 

MIKE:  I’m glad the CEO’s gone, but I’m not glad the 

workers, you know what I mean?  

 

ROBINSON:  CEO?  Happy to see him go? 

  

MIKE:  Yeah. 

 

ROBINSON:  Chief Exec. 

 

MIKE: Yeah, get rid of all of those. Keep the little guy, the 

one that’s doing the work.   

 

ACTUALITY IN HOUSE OVERSIGHT AND GOVERNMENT REFORM COMMITTEE, 

6th October, 2008  

 

CHAIRMAN WAXMAN: Committee will come back to order. Richard S Fuld Jr, 

Chairman and CEO of Lehman Brothers.  He’s been the chairman … 
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ROBINSON:  Earlier this month Dick Fuld appeared on Capitol Hill 

in Washington to face Members of Congress fired up by widespread anger against bankers 

among their constituents. 

 

CHAIRMAN WAXMAN:  Your company is now bankrupt, our economy is in a 

state of crisis, but you get to keep $480 million. I have a very basic question for you. Is this 

fair? 

 

FULD: Mr Chairman … 

 

ROBINSON:  Dick Fuld told the committee he hadn’t made quite 

that much money. 

  

FULD: I think for the years that you're talking about here, I 

believe my cash compensation was close to $60 million, which you have indicated here. And 

I believe the amount that I took out of the company over and above that was, I believe, a 

little bit less than $250 million. Still a large number, though. 

 

CHAIRMAN WAXMAN:  Still a large amount of money. You have a $14 million 

ocean front home in Florida. You have a summer vacation home in Sun Valley, Idaho.  

 

MORRICE: I saw a brief clip of it on the TV. He seemed to have a 

difficult two hours. It’s a typical reaction. He’s trying not to say very very much … 

 

ROBINSON:  Deane Morrice had a good reason to look in on Dick 

Fuld’s interrogation. He’s in charge of Northern Ireland’s Local Government Officers 

pension scheme and is also the chief complainant in a lawsuit against Lehmans - accusing 

the bank of deliberately misleading investors – including his fund. 

  

MORRICE: He seems to have done exceptionally well out of 

Lehman Brothers and has left the rest of us, maybe, all in a bit of a mess. You seem to get 

rewarded for failure now when you’re the top director in a private company. If there has been 

any alleged wrongdoing by Dick Fuld or any of the directors in the company, I would hope 

that they would go through a legal process to have them penalised, to get their come-uppance. 
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ROBINSON:  This case against Lehmans is a class action, attracting 

complainants from around the world. Another from the UK is Tim McKay, trustee of a large 

Scottish pension fund covering public sector employees in and around Edinburgh. 

  

MCKAY: What we are arguing is that the directors and officers 

of Lehman Brothers materially misled the investing public, which, of course, includes us. 

  

ROBINSON:  What do you think about that, if that is true? 

 

MCKAY: It’s disgraceful. At the end of the day these companies 

are taking money from people who are investing for a pension and, at the end of the day, if 

they are obtaining it misleadingly, then they are taking it out of the pockets of our 

pensioners.  

 

ACTUALITY OUTSIDE LEHMANS 

 

ROBINSON:  The building where Lehmans used to be is this huge 

skyscraper right in front of me in the heart of Manhattan, just down from theatre land. All 

the Lehman signs have gone now and instead you see Barclays, because they’ve bought bits 

and pieces of what was left. But it’s what happened in the weekend that Lehmans came to 

grief that is really most startling. On the Saturday morning, as the bank was struggling to 

survive, its losses were assessed at around $30 billion. By the Sunday night, the same 

weekend, its losses were assessed at $80 billion - $50 billion more - and the bank was forced 

into bankruptcy. But that huge difference in the assessment of how deeply Lehman was in 

the hole is the most graphic example of how little anyone really seemed to know about what 

was going on inside this pillar of America’s financial aristocracy. 

With a complex bank like Lehmans it’s never easy, especially in the final stages of a 

collapse, to be 100% precise about the value of the loans on its books. On Capitol Hill, Dick 

Fuld told sceptical politicians that he was in no way to blame for his bank’s collapse. 

  

FULD:  Nobody, including me, anticipated how the problems 

that started in the mortgage markets would spread to our credit markets and our banking 

system.  The crisis in confidence that permeated the markets led to an extraordinary run on 

the bank.  In the end, despite all of our efforts, we were overwhelmed.  
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CONGRESSMAN KUCINICH: Did you mislead your investors? And I remind you, sir, 

you are under oath.  

 

FULD: No, sir. We did not mislead our investors. And to the best 

of my ability at the time, given the information that I had, we made disclosures that we fully 

believed were accurate. 

 

ROBINSON:  But to the lawyers now targeting Lehmans, Dick Fuld’s 

denials about misleading investors don’t wash. They say fuzzy accounting is part of a pattern 

going back two years, with top executives time and again painting a falsely rosy picture of 

Lehman’s financial condition.  

  

ROSEMAN: When a company intentionally misrepresents its financial 

statements, which causes its price to go up and then subsequently comes down because they 

disclose all those positive statements were false, that’s fraud. 

   

ROBINSON:  Robert Roseman is part of the team of American-based 

lawyers now mounting the class action against Lehman.  They’re seeking to prove that Lehman’s 

directors knowingly misled shareholders about the state of the bank. 

 

ROSEMAN: The company basically went out and publicly stated that 

everything was under control.  That obviously caused investor concern to diminish and the price 

to go up. 

 

ROBINSON:  And what was the reality, do you say? 

 

ROSEMAN: The reality is that they had much more sub-prime 

exposure than what they publicly portrayed, and eventually when everything fell apart it was 

basically a house of cards.  The company had to write down a tremendous amount of monies, 

which caused the price to start to collapse. 

 

ROBINSON:  Dick Fuld and his fellow Lehman executives are now 

personally in the firing line. With Lehman bankrupt, Richard Roseman says he and his fellow 

lawyers will seek damages directly from the directors and from the companies which provided 

their directors’ Liability insurance. 
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ROSEMAN: The bosses and directors of this company were 

probably receiving on a pretty consistent basis reports about how the company was doing.  

It’s not like one day the directors wake up at a board meeting and they go, ‘Okay what’s 

happened here?’  They have all this information on a pretty regular basis, especially when 

they know going back at the time of the sub-prime meltdown that that was having an effect 

on the company.  

 

ROBINSON:  What chance do you think you have of winning this 

one? 

 

ROSEMAN: We believe when the facts and the evidence come out 

that we will have a very good chance of proving our case. 

 

ROBINSON:  And what kind of damages do you think you’ll be able 

to get? 

 

ROSEMAN: Damages, if we were to go to a trial, are probably in 

the billions, but we don’t have an exact number right now.   

 

ROBINSON:  Like most of the steadily growing number of cases 

against the banks, the Lehmans action is still at an early stage. But some investigators have 

already got a result. 

 

ACTUALITY IN BOSTON, BELLS RINGING 

 

ROBINSON:  In Boston, Massachusetts, just up the coast from New 

York, state regulators have been investigating Merrill Lynch – another once-proud American 

banking giant – forced into a shotgun takeover on the same weekend Lehman went bust. 

Here, investigators have set out to show that Merrill had sold complex financial products to 

individuals and to cities which they described as super-safe, but which collapsed in value the 

moment the credit crunch began to bite.  Faced with evidence gathered by the Massachusetts 

team, Merrill agreed to a multi-million dollar settlement. 
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GALVIN: I think the banks believed they were above the law, 

they put their profits above their own customers repeatedly, and I think it’s clear that they  

thought they could get away with anything - and apparently they did. 

  

ROBINSON:  Massachusetts’ Secretary of State, William Galvin – 

the State’s most senior law official – says he’s proud of the investigation into Merrill Lynch 

and of the settlement achieved. He says in bank investigations across America, a pattern is 

beginning to emerge. 

 

GALVIN: We have been able to uncover sufficient evidence in a 

number of cases that indicated the upper echelon of the industry knew there were high risks 

here, they certainly knew at some point that the tide had turned, yet they continued to sell 

these products to unsuspecting entities and individuals. 

 

ROBINSON:  What convinces you that that’s true? 

 

GALVIN: Because we’ve seen email evidence, indeed we’ve 

taken testimony where some of these individuals were selling their own stakes in these 

things because of personal concern about instability of the marketplace.  There was a 

conspiracy of silence that continued to show and as a result we’ve come up with this 

incredible mess.  The bubble was allowed to continue long past the time the bubble should 

have burst. 

 

ROBINSON:  Secretary Galvin is confident that widespread layoffs 

in the financial sector will provide a rich seam for investigators looking into potential 

wrongdoing by bank executives. 

  

GALVIN: There are many financial services people who’ve been 

burnt in this whole thing.  Not only have they lost their jobs, they’ve also lost their 

retirement funds, they’ve lost their own investments. Those individuals I’m sure would be 

very happy to contribute their information to any criminal prosecution, and all they have to 

do is be asked.  I don’t think a prosecutor is going to have much difficulty in finding ample 

opportunities to prove that the level of knowledge was here. 
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ROBINSON:  And how serious an offence is that here in the US? 

 

GALVIN: Well you can go to jail, and I think in this instance the 

American public is going to demand it.  I think the American public is going to demand 

criminal prosecution. 

  

ROBINSON:  The FBI has already opened enquiries into over two 

dozen financial institutions involved in selling and repackaging those now-notorious no-

questions-asked home loans which fuelled the house price explosion.  Countrywide, once 

America’s biggest mortgage provider, is among them. And now lawyers acting for former 

Countrywide shareholders are also targeting the company. 

 

EXTRACT FROM COUNTRYWIDE ADVERT 

  

WOMAN:  A growing family with a lot of debt. A young couple 

with no down-payment. A business owner whose income was hard to document. Every one 

of them was turned down for a home loan by three different lenders.  I’m with Countrywide 

and I got them all approved … 

 

ROBINSON:  During the boom, Countrywide’s TV ads proudly 

proclaimed that they’d lend to people other banks turned down. But Countrywide told 

anyone who raised concerns that it was different from other lenders, because it carefully 

assessed borrowers’ ability to pay.  

  

FUCHS: Countrywide had made numerous assertions that we 

are not – I think this is a quote – fast and loose with our lending practices like others in the 

market.  They talked about having minimal exposure to sub-prime mortgages, they were 

talking about very strict underwriting procedures. The basic message was that they were the 

most conservative in the industry and because of their conservative approach they were 

positioned to survive this crisis.  

  

ROBINSON:  Jim Fuchs works for the third largest pension fund in 

America, providing retirement benefits to over a million public employees – police, fire 

fighters, civil servants – across the state of New York. Together with New York City’s 

pension fund, it’s launched an action against Countrywide. 
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FUCHS: The first “ah-hah” moment that we had was in the 

summer of ’07. And that was when we realised that the stock price that Countrywide was 

trading in had dropped significantly.  You’re shy, but at that point you realise there’s a big 

problem here for a company that had made all these assertions before that they were well 

positioned to survive this and that they were holding basically the good paper in their 

portfolio, so a significant drop out of left field is one of those situations where you need to 

start scratching quite heavily that surface to see exactly what went wrong. 

  

ROBINSON:  The huge pension funds signed up a top firm of 

lawyers to start digging. 

The result of the lawyers’ work so far is set out in this weighty 400 page document, filed in 

the California Courts where Countrywide is based, in April this year. Using a string of 

examples, obtained from up to a dozen confidential witnesses, the New York pension funds’ 

lawyers allege that Countrywide misled investors through its use of what’s called the FICO 

credit score – America’s system for measuring the creditworthiness of borrowers.  

“Countrywide,” they assert here, “contrary to its assurances of strong and superior 

underwriting standards, loosens and abandons them in order to boost loan volume and 

earnings.” 

 

FUCHS: We have found in our investigation that Countrywide 

specifically manipulated the definitions of prime and sub-prime.  

 

ROBINSON:  How? 

 

FUCHS: There is a standard here which is supported by the 

Federal Reserve Bank, which is supported by the major banking regulators, that a FICO 

score of 660 for the cut off – to one side is prime, to the other side is sub-prime.  In 

Countrywide’s practices they set the cut off at 620. 

 

ROBINSON:  It should be 660? 

 

FUCHS: That is the industry standard. 

 

ROBINSON:  What’s the importance of their having reduced the 

credit score? 
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FUCHS: You lower that score, the more risky borrowers are 

now in a category that one at first glance would think, oh, they’re in the prime categories.  

When they were talking about their exposure and the amount of prime loans that they 

originated, they were including many sub-prime borrowers that would have otherwise not 

been included.  The loan quality was sacrificed in favour of loan quantity. 

 

GREENBERGER: The question of whether a mortgage was prime or sub-

prime was a critically important question.   

 

ROBINSON:  Professor Michael Greenberger of the University of 

Maryland School of Law has been both a top American financial regulator and an Attorney 

General in the US Department of Justice. 

  

GREENBERGER: If someone thought they were investing in prime 

mortgages, that meant they were investing in mortgages that with people who were 

creditworthy and likely to pay the mortgages off.  If the mortgage lender is fooling around 

with the creditworthiness - in other words, somebody is less creditworthy and changing the 

definition of prime and sub-prime, and that wasn’t accounted for, that’s going to end up 

being a very serious problem, I believe. 

 

ROBINSON:  Countrywide, taken over in January by the Bank of 

America, refused to be interviewed on the way they defined the riskiness of their mortgages.  

But there’s a broader issue – how the riskiness of mortgages, whoever issued them, was 

obscured as financial engineers securitised, repackaged and sold them on in a way which 

seemed to turn junk into gold.  Nouriel Roubini, an American economist who sounded some 

of the earliest warnings about the looming danger, says this process, with its obscure devices 

– collateralised debt obligations, structured investment vehicles and so on – was hugely 

profitable for everyone involved. As a result, he says, the demand for ever more mortgages 

to process became insatiable, however poor the quality of those mortgages was. 

  

ROUBINI: There was this securitisation food chain where we 

start essentially with a bunch of toxic mortgages and through voodoo finance you pretend 

you can convert them into triple A mortgages.  But everybody in this securitisation food 

chain was making a fee – the originating broker, the mortgage originator, the investment 
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ROUBINI cont:  bank.  Everybody in this chain was making a fee, not 

holding the assets, it was kind of like a hot potato, and therefore there was all this transfer of 

risk, one step from the other, without anybody being responsible, without any … and that’s 

the heart of the problem. 

 

ROBINSON:  Lawyers now launching actions against the banks are 

trying to unravel this vast financial tangle to find out what was really going on. 

 

ACTUALITY AT CANARY WHARF 

 

ROBINSON:  The strange thing about this story is that, although 

most of the legal action is taking place in the United States, an awful lot of the financial 

engineering behind the losses – the people who created those structured investment vehicles 

and so on, an awful lot of that actually took place in London, here at Canary Wharf, in the 

shining skyscrapers that are surrounding me now. 

Barclays is based at Canary Wharf and it’s now being sued over one of the more exotic 

investment products one of its London-based financial engineers came up with – a form of 

structured investment vehicle called a SIV-lite. 

This is the complaint against Barclays, filed in New York by a major French investment 

adviser, ODDO.  ODDO had invested in two of the SIV-lites Barclays offered.  The core 

allegation set out in this complaint is startling: that “having set up both SIV-lites and 

promoted them as desirable investments, Barclays proceeded to use them as a dumping 

ground for toxic assets Barclays needed to quickly jettison.” According to ODDO’s New 

York-based lawyer Geoff Jarvis, Barclays arranged for parcels of mortgage-backed 

securities to be transferred from its own books to the SIV-lites ODDO had invested in. And 

they did it in the summer of 2007, when the sub-prime mortgage crisis was already well 

underway. 

 

JARVIS: I would think it’s a fair bet to say that virtually 

everyone in the investment world by June in 2007 knew that residential mortgage backed 

securities were substantially impaired.  There were a number of other investment vehicles 

that had already experienced extreme difficulty to the point of being insolvent and/or 

liquidated.  Investment professionals - and I have every reason to believe that Barclays has 
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JARVIS cont: many of them on its staff - were well aware of the 

problems.  I mean, I can’t say what Barclays knew, because they haven’t told me, but if they 

didn’t know they were certainly extremely reckless in not knowing. 

 

ROBINSON: To achieve the transfer, Geoff Jarvis alleges, Barclays 

first arranged for the two SIV-lites to raise hundreds of millions of dollars of new money.  

That was then used to buy parcels of mortgages from Barclays. But after these transactions, 

Geoff Jarvis claims, the mortgage assets turned out to be worth far less than the two SIV-

lites had paid for them.  Geoff Jarvis took me through the numbers – first for a SIV-lite 

called Golden Key. 

 

JARVIS: We do know that Golden Key increased its obligations 

– the money it was borrowing – by about $574 million.  We got a report that says we’ve got 

this much more outstanding debt. We get the same report says well here’s how much our 

assets increased and the assets increased by $451 million, so there is a gap there of $123 

million.  We’ve got more liabilities than assets in the same report by $123 million.  That 

creates … 

 

ROBINSON: Maybe they didn’t spend all the money. 

 

JARVIS: Well, if they didn’t then they should have had a cash 

balance, cash is an asset.  We get a report, it has all the assets, including a cash line - it 

wasn’t there.  

 

ROBINSON: The second SIV-lite, called Mainsail, also raised extra 

money to buy mortgages supplied by Barclays. With Mainsail, Geoff Jarvis claims, the loss 

is even bigger. 

 

JARVIS: In August of 2007, we received a report for Mainsail 

dealing with what had happened in August, and quite frankly we were somewhat nonplussed 

by the report, because what it showed was that they had increased their debt by $637 million, 

yet assets only increased by $132 million on the report they give us. 
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ROBINSON: So 637 extra money they’d borrowed and with it 

they’d bought what? 

 

JARVIS: $132 million in assets and you’d say okay, fine, they’d 

put the extra $500 million in cash on the balance sheet as cash.  Well that would have been a 

nice explanation, but it wasn’t there, and $505 million that just wasn’t accounted for. 

 

ROBINSON: Just missing? 

 

JARVIS: Just missing.  And I’m not suggesting there is theft or 

anything like that involved, absolutely not, but it does seem though that assets were acquired 

that were way less than the debt that was incurred and we don’t know why. 

  

ROBINSON: Nothing in this labyrinthine world is simple. For 

example, investment managers stood between Barclays and each of the two SIV-lites.  But 

Geoff Jarvis says he’s confident he’ll find a way through the complexities and get to the 

bottom of what really happened.  

  

JARVIS: Barclays wasn’t acting alone, it was acting with the 

investment manager who they had selected, of course.  And they’ll say that the investment 

manager did it, but we got emails, you know - ‘please approve the upsize’.  They weren’t 

coming from the investment manager, they were coming from Barclays, and in fact l could 

probably tell you the guy at Barclays who typed it, so it’s our strong belief that it was really 

Barclays behind this, that the actual investment manager was doing Barclays’ bidding more 

than the other way around and that Barclays knew what they were doing.  They didn’t want 

this stuff on their books knowing it was worth less and so moved it to our books.  

 

ROBINSON: If I’ve understood you right, what you’re saying is that 

the only reason Barclays authorised these expansions at a time you say was terribly 

unfavourable was to take losses off their books and dump them on these investments.  Is that 

basically what you’re saying? 
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JARVIS: Well, I don’t know what was in Barclays’ mind 

exactly.  I do know what we believe the effect of the actions they had was, which was to take 

assets off their books that had already declined markedly in value and transfer them to the 

books of the SIV-lite.  If they had some other motivation other than to save losses in mind, 

they know that and I don’t, but that certainly was the impact of it all.  I think it is fair to infer 

that that may have been their motive. 

 

ROBINSON: We wanted to interview Barclays about the reasons for 

the transfers, but they declined. Instead, they gave us an 11-word statement: 

 

READER IN STUDIO: This action has no merit and we will contest it 

vigorously. 

 

ROBINSON: In August last year, barely a month after the transfer 

from Barclays, ODDO finally learned the bad news: the value of its supposedly rock-solid, 

super-safe investments in the SIV-lites Barclays had designed had collapsed and soon they 

were worthless.  ODDO had lost tens of millions of dollars. Investors overall faced losses 

totalling many hundreds of millions.  ODDO’s action against Barclays is not the only case 

where lawyers are alleging that banks moved loss-making mortgages off their books into 

complex investments held by outside parties.  In Southern California, Patrick Daniels, a 

lawyer representing large numbers of investors who lost money in similar securitised 

investment vehicles, claims he’s identifying a pattern of behaviour.  

   

DANIELS: The investment banks, they held tens of billions of 

dollars of these securities on their own books.  They’ve got a whole backlog of product that 

they needed to clear out the warehouse.   

 

ROBINSON: They want to package it up and sell it to someone else? 

 

DANIELS: And that accelerated in the fourth quarter of 06 and 

through the first two quarters until June and through the summer of 2007.  The pace at which 

these instruments were packaged accelerated and you can see that quite clearly in the deals 

and how quickly they went bad after being sold off.  
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ROBINSON: Patrick Daniels is now also taking action against some 

of the ratings agencies which investors relied on to assess just how risky the various 

components of the banks’ securitised investment products really were.  Because these 

products were so complex, the ratings from the agencies were more important than ever 

before. But Patrick Daniels claims that, as the sub-prime crisis deepened, some of the 

agencies bent over backwards to provide the super-safe AAA ratings banks wanted to 

persuade investors to buy.  

  

DANIELS: The evidence that we’ve seen so far is that with this 

increased pressure, the rating agencies even further relaxed their models, relaxed some of 

their assumptions in order for these late deals to receive the ratings that they did. 

 

ROBINSON: Are you implying that they weren’t dishonest? 

 

DANIELS: Yes, absolutely.  I think they were.  They bear a great 

deal of culpability. They are right up there, hand in hand with the investment banks, who 

packaged these deals and sold them off to investors.  No matter how energetic an investment 

banker promoter would have been, without the assistance of the rating agencies, these deals 

could not and would not have been sold. 

 

ROBINSON: And what would the effect of that have been? 

 

DANIELS: We would not be dealing with the crisis that we have 

today. 

 

ROBINSON: Patrick Daniels is not alone in making such claims.  A 

report from America’s top regulator, the Securities and Exchange Commission, published in 

July, also highlights potential conflicts of interest in the relationship between ratings agencies 

and banks and recommends reform.  Back with the Barclays case in New York, Geoff Jarvis is 

also alleging that the biggest rating agency, S&P, failed to protect investors who bought into the 

SIV-lites Barclays had designed.  In the summer of 2007, he says, S&P formally confirmed that 

the deal transferring mortgages from Barclays into the two SIV-lites would not affect in any way 

their super-safe AAA ratings.  But it didn’t turn out that way. The next time S&P looked at the 

two SIV-lites, it downgraded them an astounding 17 notches, turning gold into rubbish. 
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JARVIS: We got a Triple A rating in July and got it down rated 

to what they call ‘junk status’ in August, and a fairly rated instrument that just shouldn’t 

happen.  What happened is pretty unusual and suggests that something improper may have 

occurred, and we certainly alleged in our complaint that we believe that something improper 

occurred.  All I know is it was Triple A in July and junk in August.  Usually a notch or two 

in a month is like a big move and here it was 17 notches in a month. It fell and fell and fell.  

Why?  Hopefully we tend to find out in this lawsuit. 

 

ROBINSON:  Like Barclays, S&P also declined to be 

interviewed. They also gave us an 11-word statement – almost exactly the same as the one 

we got from Barclays:  

 

READER IN STUDIO:  These complaints are without merit and we will defend them 

vigorously. 

 

ROBINSON: The allegations behind many of the cases we’ve 

looked at are similar: that a combination of complex financial engineering with favourable 

risk ratings from the agencies made it possible for bankers to disguise the true level of the 

risk investors faced.  But there’s yet another mechanism designed to reassure investors, 

which is now having the opposite effect and it’s potentially terrifying.  It's called credit 

default swaps.  Credit default swaps are private insurance contracts between banks, hedge 

funds, even individuals – essentially they’re bets that financial instruments, even really 

complex ones, will go on paying what they promise. The credit default swap market is 

completely unregulated, although tens of trillions of dollars worth are already thought to be 

in circulation.  Washington-based lawyer Jack Blum, a veteran financial investigator, says 

this lack of regulation meant there was no way to check that the people involved in these 

swaps had the cash to back up their promises. 

 

BLUM: The way I describe this is a couple of one-legged 

drunks propping each other up. When you slice through it all, all this credit default swap 

does is give the patina of security to debt instruments and arrangements which really aren’t 

worth much.  

 

ROBINSON: And if things go wrong, what happens? 
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BLUM: What happens is everybody’s looking to everybody 

else who has nothing to pay with and what we get out of that is a debt spiral.  Debt spiral 

means I go to collect mine from somebody who can’t pay me and in turn I’m supposed to 

pay somebody else but now I can’t pay him because I couldn’t collect from the other guy. 

And it’s a circle - this downward circle of nobody can pay anybody else that is what I fear is 

the next step in this default swap business. 

 

EXTRACT FROM NEWS 10/09/08 

 

NEWSREADER: Stock markets around Europe have fallen sharply. 

During the past week, shares in London have lost more than 20% of their value, more than 

£91 billion has been wiped off the stock market today. 

 

ROBINSON: Last Friday, while stock markets around the world 

were crashing, officials in New York were struggling to estimate how big the credit default 

swap bill from the now-bankrupt Lehmans was likely to be.  Their guess was something over 

$200 billion – a huge loss – and one which has contributed to the present financial chaos.  

The bad news is that the Lehmans credit default swaps are only a tiny percentage of the total 

now out there.  Former top regulator Michael Greenberger says the swap market grew so 

massive because, as long as house prices went on rising, there were so few claims on the 

insurance it claimed to provide. 

 

GREENBERGER: It was insurance without backing and the people who 

were issuing the insurance were part of this utopian group and said, “Oh, this is a risk-free 

investment, housing prices will always go up, mortgages will always be paid, the insurance 

won’t have to be paid and we’re getting premiums.  It’s like we’re insuring the fact that the sun 

will rise in the east in the morning.”  Well, much to the surprise of everyone, the sun - 

figuratively speaking - rose in the west.  That is to say housing prices dropped, people needed 

to collect on the so-called insurance that wasn’t regulated like insurance, the capital reserves 

weren’t there and most of these big losses can’t be paid off.  These contracts are exploding, and 

every time they explode you’re talking about billions and billions of dollars and we don’t know 

where they’re held.  They are all over the place and as the economy sinks, these insurance 

policies get triggered faster and faster and they come up and bite you in the rear.  
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ROBINSON: But the size of loss, I mean, does anyone have any idea?  

I mean, what is your guess? 

  

GREENBERGER: I wouldn’t even begin to guess.  The figure is very 

very high. The fact of the matter is the losses are potentially unending. 

 

ROBINSON: Economist Nouriel Roubini blames regulators for 

allowing the uncontrolled growth of the credit default swap market.  It’s a key factor, he 

says, behind the present financial chaos he so presciently predicted.  

 

ROUBINI: It’s a total failure – a total failure, because the 

regulators were asleep at the wheel. There was this ideology in the United States of self-

regulation – that means no regulation. Of market discipline, and there is no market 

discipline. Of relying on internal risk management, but, as the previous CEO of Citi group 

said, “When the music is playing you gotta dance” and you take risks, and nobody’s 

listening to the risk manager.  And we know financial market without proper rules are like 

the law of the jungle.  There is mania, there is craziness.  Like a casino – people gamble and 

take risks that they shouldn’t take, especially when they know they’re not going to pay the 

price. 

  

ROBINSON: Regulators on both sides of the Atlantic are now also 

under fire for letting this frenzy take place under their noses.  But Professor Michael 

Greenberger blames London - and Britain’s own regulator, the Financial Services Authority 

set up in 1997 by the incoming Labour Government – for starting the slide in standards. 

  

GREENBERGER: Since New Labour came in, the United States and the 

United Kingdom have been in a race to the bottom to see who could regulate financial 

institutions less. That infection caught hold in the city and the United States caught hold of it 

soon thereafter and the entire regulatory infrastructure of both countries essentially 

collapsed.  I’d put a lot of blame at the door of the Financial Services Authority and the 

British Government who brought the Financial Services Authority into being, and Parliament 

for passing laws that enacted what is called a ‘principles based regulator’.  And simply put, 

it’s regulation by tapping someone on the shoulder and saying, “You are not acting 

according to gentlemanly standards, please correct your actions.” 
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ROBINSON: What’s wrong with doing that? 

 

GREENBERGER: People who are greedy don’t respond to that, they may 

say, “Fine” and go off and defraud the next person they meet. 

 

ROBINSON: Both sides of Atlantic now echo to the sound of 

regulatory stable doors being slammed. But according to Chris Dickson, a former Director of 

Britain’s Serious Fraud Office and now head of the Accountants Joint disciplinary body, 

when it comes to investigation of what went wrong, there’s a major difference.  While 

American criminal, civil and political investigations are rapidly picking up pace, in Britain, 

where so much of the financial engineering actually happened, he says very little is going on. 

 

DICKSON: As far as regulatory and criminal investigations are 

concerned, of course, that’s a matter both for the FSA and for the authorities and we haven’t 

heard of anything happening there. It’s not often that one sees the sort of intensive criminal 

investigation or indeed regulatory investigation that one sees in the United States.  

  

ROBINSON: Why do you think that is? 

 

DICKSON: It’s just not the way I’m afraid things are done here. 

 

ROBINSON: But why not? Clearly something massive has 

happened and we’re threatened with economic depression. Isn’t it something we ought to 

find out about? 

 

DICKSON: Yes, one would have thought it most certainly is 

something that should be found out about. We need to find out what has gone on, and where 

people have transgressed I think it is extremely important that they are called to account. It is 

depressing that nothing is happening.  

 

ROBINSON: As governments round the world start to take over the 

banking system to try to avoid financial collapse, Michael Greenberger says there’s a final 

twist to this story. Because, if the lawyers do eventually succeed in winning huge damages 

from banks on behalf of the investors they represent, guess who’ll have to pay? 
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GREENBERGER: It’s the highest form of irony here.  We started out 

saying the free market is king and the Government is in the way and we end up with the 

Government owning the financial services system and picking up the tab for the mistakes. 

 

ROBINSON: So the governments are going to pick up the tabs? 

 

GREENBERGER: Absolutely.  And that means you and me. 

 

SIGNATURE TUNE 


